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“Hari's session was extremely relevant to our working routines, as well as
engaging and informative… extremely practical and accessible. Hari was also a
lively and intelligent presenter - he very effectively got people involved… I would
highly recommend Hari after this experience.” – Catherine, PwC

Hari Kalymnios is an in-demand and engaging international speaker on the topics of mindset, resilience,
wellbeing, self-leadership and high performance. After receiving a First-Class Honours degree in Physics
with Astrophysics, and working for Accenture and the London Stock Exchange, Hari studied, and applied,
what high performing achievers had in common. Noticing significant improvements in his health, energy,
focus, productivity, relationships, results and career, Hari started to de-code his findings. Hari now shares
his message of self-leadership through self-mastery with the world, with thousands of people enrolling in
his courses, subscribing to his YouTube channel, reading his books – The Thought Gym and Working
Well - and following his principles via social media. Hari believes that in order to operate at one’s best - to
become ‘superhuman’ - one must master one’s mental, physical, emotional and spiritual ‘superpowers’.
Hari clients range from large multinationals and billionaires to the world’s fastest and most successful
Formula One team and he is a repeat guest lecturer at The European Centre for Executive Development
(CEDEP) speaking on wellbeing. Through his practical, powerful and proven teachings, Hari will have
your audience energised, entertained and empowered by the end of his keynote.

Popular keynotes
BECOMING SUPERHUMAN: A Blueprint to Creating
Lasting Health, Vitality & Energy
MINDSET MASTERY: The Three Forces that Control
How and Why You Feel the Way You Do
WORKING WELL: Creating Personal Energy for
Super-Charged Productivity and Performance
SUPER FUEL FOR A SUPER YOU: The World’s Best
Diet for Leaders & Achievers

Watch hari in action
https://youtu.be/iQWGgO4pWy4

Get in touch
speaking@harikalymnios.com
harikalymnios.com
https://uk.linkedin.com/in/harikalymnios
@thethoughtgym

“Hari is energetic,
engaging and
approachable. He
radiates enthusiasm!”
– Amanda, Mediacom

